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h i g h l i g h t s

• A temporal analysis of the popularity dynamics in two online video-provided websites.
• Dynamics of the online video popularity can be characterized by the burst behaviors.
• The burst behaviors typically occur in the early life span of videos.
• Lately the online video popularity restricts to the classic preferential mechanism.

Online popularity has a major impact on videos, music, news and other contexts in online
systems. Characterizing online popularity dynamics is nature to explain the observed
properties in terms of the already acquired popularity of each individual. In this paper, we
provide a quantitative, large scale, temporal analysis of the popularity dynamics in two
online video-provided websites, namely MovieLens and Netflix. The two collected data
sets contain over 100 million records and even span a decade. We characterize that the
popularity dynamics of online videos evolve over time, and find that the dynamics of the
online video popularity can be characterized by the burst behaviors, typically occurring
in the early life span of a video, and later restricting to the classic preferential popularity
increase mechanism.

1. Introduction

The online individual behaviors for videos, music, news and other contexts are implicated in the online popularity
whose breadth surpasses individual awareness [1–3]. The online behaviors can predict the popularity trend, and then the
online services such as Netflix, Youtube, Facebook would benefit greatly from an in-depth understanding of the popularity
trend to optimize strategies for update and recommendation [4,5]. For example, in Netflix, if the evolution of the video
popularity is predictable in advance, the Netflix service can replicate more copies of videos with increasing popularity and
reduce replication of videos losing popularity to make space for the hot videos. Meanwhile, the online behavior information
produces a big amount of time stamped data, making it possible to study the dynamics of the online popularity and how it
evolves over time on a global scale [2,6]. From a theoretical point of view, the massive amount of available data from these
online services provides an unprecedented opportunity to understand the online popularity dynamics. Hence, characterizing
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Fig. 1. An example of the relationship between user and video which represents a bipartite network with the temporal information. (a) The temporal
bipartite networks. The new user and the new video enter the bipartite network as the time varying. At the time point t = 2 and t = 3, a new video and
a new user are added to the network respectively. The new video is more popular than the old ones, and is selected by the two users, but the old video
is selected by one user. (b) shows that historical snapshot until the time t = 3. The older video α has been selected four times. The old one β has been
selected three times. The new one γ has been selected two times. The example indicates that the older the video is, the more accumulative but the less
temporal popular it will be.

the online popularity dynamics is necessary for explaining the observed features in terms of the already acquired online
popularity of each individual and predicting the popularity trend. The behaviors of the online popularity dynamics have
been widely studied in the literature focused on videos [7–9], music [10], news [11], and other online social collective
dynamics [12,13]. Cha et al. [14] found that a high linear correlation existed between the number of video views on early
days and later days in YouTube. Borghol et al. [15] performed an empirical study to measure the popularity of videos, and
argued a strong linear rich-get-richer behavior with the number of previous views as the most important factor [16]. Shen
et al. [17] employed the reinforcement Poisson mechanism documenting the well-known rich-get-richer phenomenon to
model the popularity dynamics. Compared to a stronger presence of the rich-get-richer phenomenon, Vasconcelos et al. [18]
observed a lower correlation between the early and late popularities in Foursquare. Chen et al. [19] considered the lifetime
perspective of video popularity, and found that the relative popularity of a video was not only dependent on its age, but
also the type of the video. Specifically, the online video of popularity is by no means restricted to rich-get-richer behaviors.
It can depend on exogenous attributes of the online contexts which make popularity dynamics suitable for applications in
many different contexts in the online systems [20]. Furthermore, Ratkiewicz et al. [21] examined the popularity ofWikipedia
topics andWeb pages and presented amodel that combines the classic preferential popularity increasemechanismwith the
occurrence of random popularity shifted capturing the influence of exogenous factors on online popularity. There also have
some works based on the exogenous attributes to result in changes to modeling the popularity dynamics in different online
contexts such as user-generated videos [22], the citation of scientific release [23,24], and the activity of scientists [25].While,
few works are centralized when the online contexts emerge suddenly popularly in their life span. In this paper, we conduct
an in-depth study on the online popularity dynamics in two online video-provided websites, namely MovieLens [26] and
Netflix [27], who both invite users to rate videos. The two big time stamped data sets contain over 100million rating records
and even span a decade, which provide an opportunity to understand the dynamics of online popularity and how they evolve
over time on a global scale. We characterize that how video rating behaviors of the online popularity dynamics evolve over
time, and find that the dynamics of rating popularity are characterized by the burst behaviors (i.e. far exceed preferential
popularity increase). Typically, the presences of rating burst occur in the early life span of a video, and later restrict to the
classic preferential popularity increase mechanism.

2. Model and method

Here, we use bipartite networks with temporal information to represent the online rating systems which include the set
of users (denoted byU(t)), the set of videos (denoted byO(t)) and the records between users and videos (denoted by L(t)). A
link in the bipartite network connecting user i and video α represents a historical record liα (∈ L). If a video has been chosen
by more users than others, we could see this video is more popular than others. Thus, the popularity of the video kα(t) is
defined as the number of rating recordswhich the video α was received at time t . We give a simple example in Fig. 1 to show
how to construct a temporal bipartite network. The new video gets more temporal popularity than the old videos (at time
point t = 3, the older video α has 1 records, the old video β has 1 records, and the new video γ has 2 records) as displayed
in Fig. 1(a). While as shown in Fig. 1(b), the older videos get more accumulative popularity than the newer objects’ (until
time t = 3, the older video α has 4 records, the old video β has 3 records, and the new γ has 2 records).

Preferential attachment [28] focuses on the fact that the rich gets richer, which indicates that the popular videos getmore
popularity. While, as the time varying, there always emerge new popular videos, and some old popular videos perform less
popularly than the new popular videos. The fitness model [29] describes that the ability between the new node and the
old node to compete for popularity. Numerous examples [21,23,24] convincingly indicate that in real systems the new one
is easy to get more popularity in the early life span. For example, the online rating systems provide services or products
(i.e., Netflix, MovieLens for videos, Amazon for books/other products, alibaba, Ebay e-business platform for goods). The users
could prefer to pay more attention at the appearance of new videos, new news or new goods in the online rating systems,
then the new products immediately get a lot of attention and become popular. The burst is considered as accumulations of a
large number of rapidly occurring events during short time intervals which is observed inmany real systems such as human
dynamics, citation dynamics and other online collective dynamics [30]. To measure the burst of production, Goh et al. [31]
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Table 1
Topological features of the real network data sets considered.

Data sets Videos Users Records Start date End date

MovieLens 10,681 69,878 10,000,054 Jan 09, 1995 Jan 05, 2009
Netflix 17,770 480,189 100,480,507 Nov 11, 1999 Dec 31, 2005

a b

Fig. 2. (Color online) Illustration of the growth of users�U and the number of usersU which evolvewith rating snapshots in the data sets. (a) InMovieLens,
we could see that the �U fits 104.1−0.026t . (b) In Netflix, we could see that the �U fits 102.5+0.027t .

designed the burstiness coefficient B = (δτ − μτ )/(δτ + μτ ), where δτ , and μτ are the mean and standard deviation of the
time between two consecutive events. Another definition is that the relative rate �ki(t + 1)/ki(t) is used to analyze the
burst behaviors of popularity dynamics in Wikipedia and the Web space [22], the cite networks [24] and the online social
networks [20,32]. Aswe know, according to the preferential attachment (PA), the temporal popularity that the video i owned
at time t +1 is predicted by�ki(t +1)(PA) = �L(t +1)ki(t)/L(t), where�L(t +1) = Σj�kj(t +1) the temporal popularity
of all videos is added to the online system at the time t , L(t) = Σjkj(t) the popularity is owned by the total videos until time
t . While, in the reality, the video i actually owns the popularity �ki(t + 1) at time t + 1. In order to gauge quantitatively
the gap between the actual and the expected with the time evolving, we consider that the ratio between the actual and the
expected with the time evolving which defines as the relevance [23],

Ri(t + 1) = �ki(t + 1)

�ki(t + 1)(PA)

= �ki(t + 1)L(t)

ki(t)�L(t + 1)
. (1)

This expression is obviously understood that if Ri(t) = 0, the video i gets no temporal popularity at time t (i.e. �ki(t) = 0).
If 0 < Ri(t) < 1, the video i gets temporal popularity less than the expected at time t . If Ri(t) ≥ 1, the video i gets temporal
popularity more than (or reach) the expected at time t . Especially, when Ri(t) � 1, the video i gets temporal popularity
much more than the expected at time t . Consequently, we can observe that at time t , the popularity of video i rises much
faster than that of the system, and we can claim that the popularity of video i emerges the burst at the time t .

3. Analysis of real data sets

3.1. Materials

We test two representative real networks which are sampled from MovieLens [26] and Netflix [27]. MovieLens is an
online video recommendation web site, who invites users to rate videos. Netflix web site has DVD rental service and users
can also vote on the videos. The rating record for bothMovieLens and Netflix is from one (i.e., worst) to five (i.e., best). Based
on the user historical records, we can construct a user-video bipartite network. If a user i selects a video α and rates it, a link
between user i and video α would be established as shown in Fig. 1. The relevant topological features of the two different
networks are summarized in Table 1. From these data sets, we separate the time-aggregated networks into different rating
snapshots with the interval of the time unit which are one month in Netflix, 102 days in MovieLens. MovieLens and Netflix
have 50 and 74 rating snapshots respectively.

Fig. 2 shows that the growth of users �U with the time in MovieLens and Netflix. The growth of users in MovieLens
follows 104.1−0.026t in Fig. 2(a) which suggests the growth of users is in the decline trend. While, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the
growth of users in Netflix follows 102.5+0.027t , and we could see that the growth of users is in the rise trend. Fig. 3 shows
that the relative growth of links (i.e. ratings)�L/L decreases in a sharp period, and later, the decay becomes very slow, then
maintaining the stationary value.

3.2. The popularity dynamics of online videos

Firstly, we investigate the distribution of Ri(t) = 0 between the rating snapshots (i.e. time t) and the release date of
the video (ti). The Ri(t) = 0 means �ki(t) = 0 according to Eq. (1) and corresponds to express that the video i wins no
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The relative variation of increments �L/L in the time unit in MovieLens and Netflix. We can see that �L/L descends slowly after a
sharp fall in the early time. The each rating snapshot contains an interval of the time unit which is one day. Inset plot shows that the number of the rating
snapshots are 50 and 74 in MovieLens and Netflix respectively.

a b

Fig. 4. (Color online) The heat map of the distribution of the Ri(t) = 0 between the rating snapshots (time t) and release date of the videos (ti). (a) In
the MovieLens and (b) in the Netflix. The Ri(t) = 0 means the �ki(t) = 0 according to Eq. (1) and corresponds to express that the video i wins no new
popularity between time t − 1 and t . As we can see in (a) and (b), the more early the video release year is, the more the percent of the Ri(t) = 0 is.

a b

Fig. 5. (Color online) The relevance values of videos which are released in different years evolve with time (i.e. the rating snapshot). (a) The year from
2000 to 2008 in the MovieLens and (b) the year from 2000 to 2005 in the Netflix. Here, X-axis is the rating snapshot. It is notable that Ri(t) � 1 which
takes place in the early life span and manifests that the burst behaviors occur within the early life span of videos.

new popularity between time t − 1 and t . That is to say, in a time unit, the video has been rated by no people. As shown in
Fig. 4, we limit the analysis to the relative Ri(t) = 0 between the release year and the rating snapshots. In MovieLens, the
percentage of the relative Ri(t) = 0 is close to 1 when the videos are released in the early time, and their rating snapshots
outnumber 20. While as given in Fig. 4(b), the percentage of the relative Ri(t) = 0 is inclined to decrease when the year of
release increases in Netflix. In general, the earlier the video release year is, the more the percent of the Ri(t) = 0 is, which
indicates the videos are released earlier, their popularity are more likely to keep stably (i.e. �ki(t) = 0).

The relevance values of videos in MovieLens and Netflix which are released in different years evolving time as presented
in Fig. 5(a)–(b). We select the videos which are released from year 2000 to 2008 inMovieLens and from year 2000 to 2005 in
Netflix. Almost all relevance values of videos experience an exponential decay near the beginning of their lifewhich indicates
that the popularity of videos occurs a burst, but then the scale of burst decays very fast even then vanishes after a few time
units. After the burst, we could observe that the relevance decays very slowly or even produce a stationary relevance value
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Illustration of the video relevance values Ri(t) in different rating snapshots. (a) In the MovieLens, we select the rating snapshots 5,
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 respectively. (b) In the Netflix, we select the rating snapshots 5, 10, 30, 50, 60, 70 respectively. Here, X-axis is the time ti which is the year
of the video released. We could observe that when the videos are released early, their relevance values tend to stabilize. While if those videos are in the
early life span, the later they are released, the higher their relevance will be. That is to say, the newer the videos are released, the easier and sharper their
burst behaviors are.

(R = 1). The R = 1 according to Eq. (1) expresses that the popularity of the video is added by the expected numbers forming
the preferential attachment (�ki(t + 1)(PA) = �L(t + 1)ki(t)/L(t)).

Further, we also investigate the video relevance values Ri(t) in different rating snapshots as given in Fig. 6. We could
see that in MovieLens as shown in Fig. 6(a), the relevance values of videos which are released before 1995 are fluctuated
around the stable value, but the larger the rating snapshot is, the lower relevance value is. After the time point t = 1995,
the relevance values increase exponentially which reveals the bursts, in addition we can find the relevance values increase
faster in the early rating snapshots. While in Netflix as shown in Fig. 6(b), the relevance of videos which are released before
t = 2000 in the Netflix is fluctuated around 1. But, after the time point t = 2000, the relevance increases exponentially
which similarly indicates that the bursts occur, and the relevance value also rises faster in early rating snapshots. We could
conclude that when the videos are released early, their relevance tends to stabilize. While those videos are in the early life
span, the later they are born, the higher their relevance will be, specially, as exponential form. That is to say, the newer the
videos are, the easier and sharper their burst behaviors are.

4. Conclusions and discussions

In summary, we studied the online popularity dynamics on MovieLens and Netflix two online video-provided data sets
which contain over 100 million records and even span a decade. The two big time stamped data sets provide a chance to
deepen understanding about the dynamics of online popularity evolving over time on a global scale. Our findings indicate
that the dynamics of online video popularity are characterized by the burst behaviors (i.e. far exceed preferential popularity
increase). Typically, the presences of burst behaviors occur in the early life span of videos, and later restrict to the classic
preferential popularity increase mechanism. Although this kind proposed methods we have studied here cannot ultimately
resolve the debates, which prompt us to question our intuitive understanding of online social processes, by pointing out pos-
sible directions for empirical studies. For example, our results might find practical applications in optimized online services
including videos, news, music and other events in the online systems, which can guide the future design of online popularity
prediction methods, which in turn, can benefit various other services, including information filtering and recommendation,
as well as more cost-effective marketing strategies. In a broader context, our work could be relevant to other fields of on-
line social processes [33], such as online behavior pattern, online marketing, word of mouth spreading or other dynamical
processes, which may provide insights in the analysis of these collective behaviors, from social influence to biomedical
responses.
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